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Finding Decision Boundaries
I When we talked about logistic regression, we were very explicit

about decision boundaries.
I Plain logistic regression gave as a decision boundary that we can

write down the decision boundary equation from the logistic

regression output.
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I K-Nearest Neighbours generated decision boundaries, some of
which had very odd shapes

I Support Vector Machines is a model that explicitly tries to find
“optimal decision boundaries”.
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Separating Line
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What characterizes an optimal separating line?

I A separating hyperplane is succesful in separating the data bundles.

I But there are many possible separating hyperplanes as we saw in
this example.

I An optimal separating maximizes the distance between the points
that are closest to the decision boundary.

I How can we fit such an “optimal decision boundary”?
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Defining Hyperplanes

I The equation for a hyerplane in p dimensional space can be written
as.

f (X ) = β0 + β1X1 + ...+ βpXp = 0

I If β0 = 0, then the line goes through the origin.

I In case p = 2, we are in two dimensions and the equation is just a
line.

I The vector β = (β1, ..., βp), excluding the intercept, is called a
normal vector. It points in a direction that is orthogonal (at a right
angle) to the plane.

I In case β21 + ...+ β2p = 1, then it turns out that when we evaluate
the equation f (X ) for some feature values X , the function value
f (X ) measures the Euclidian distance to the hyperplane.
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Back to geometry...
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Separating Hyperplane

I If f (X ) = β0 + β1X1 + ...+ βpXp, then f (X ) > 0 for points on one
side of the hyperplane, and f (X ) < 0 for points on the other.

I If we code the colored points as Yi = +1 for blue, say, and
Yi = −1 for purple, then if Yi × f (Xi ) > 0 for all i defines a
separating hyperplane.
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Optimal Separating Hyperplane

Remember f (xi ) measures the distance to the hyperplane so long as∑
i β

2
i = 1. yi makes sure that the distance is always positive. Three

points essentially define the above separating hyperplane. These are
called support vectors.
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Non-separable data
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Often times there is overlap between data clouds, rendering the points
non-separable. You can adjust the optimization problem to allow for soft
margins. Essentially this involves introducing a few slack variables, that
allow a data point to lie on the wrong side of the decision boundary.
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Soft Margins

We can rewrite the optimization problem, introducing slack variables
ε1, ..., εn, one for each data point. We rewrite the constrained
optimization problem as:

maxβ0,...,βp ,ε1,...,εn M

Subject to:
∑p

j=1 β
2
j = 1

yi (β0 + β1xi1 + ...+ βpxip) ≥ M(1− εi )

εi ≥ 0
∑n

i=1 εi ≤ C
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Soft Margins

We optimize now over the εi as well. They allow an observation to lie
within the margin M (if 1 > εi > 0) or on the wrong side of the margin
(if εi > 1). We have an additional parameter C , which we can vary. This
is the total budget by which the margin can be violated. Setting C = 0,
results in hard margin separating hyperplane, which may not exist.
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Soft Margin Illustration
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Support Vectors

I If we look at the optimization problem, we will observe that the
solution is characterized by a vector β1, ..., βk and a set of εi > 0.

I For each εi > 0, there is a point xi , that lies either on the margin,
in the interior or on the wrong side.

I Only a subset S of our n training points lie exactly on the margin
or have εi > 0, indicating that they are on the interior or on the
wrong side of the hyperplane. These points define the hyperplane!
Thats why they are called support vectors.

I Intuitively, it makes sense that we can express our hyperplane
function that measures the distance from the hyperplane for some
point x , f (x) just in terms of our data points that lie exactly on the
margin or on the interior for some value of C . This becomes
important in a second!
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Tuning Parameter choice C

I C puts a bound on the
∑

i εi , and can be thought of as a budget.

I For C = 0, all the εi have to be zero. In this case, a separating
hyperplane may not exist.

I For any value C > 0, there can be at most C observations can be
on the wrong side of the hyperplane. Why? For these points εi > 1.

I As C increases, we become more tolerant about violations of the
margin.

I C is typically chosen via cross validation.

I It controls the variance-bias trade off. For large value of C , there
are many support vectors - points that are on or in the interior of
the margin. This results in low variance, but high bias.
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Different Values of C
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Feature Expansion for Non-Linear Classification Problems

I As with logistic regression, in case of non-linnear decision
boundaries, support vector machines will not work.

I A simple way to adress this problem is to perform feature
expansion, e.g. including quadratics of our p features.

I It is impossible to know what is the optimal way to enlarge the
feature space and some transformations may lead to an explosion of
the feature space.

I Support Vector Machines use a specific way of expanding the
feature space, through the use of kernels.

I kernels measure the dissimilarity of pairs of vectors.
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Inner Product of two vectors

I The inner product between two vectors xi and xi ′ can be written as:

〈xi , xi ′〉 =

p∑
j=1

xijxi ′j

I This dot product has a geometric interpretation: it is related to the
degree of linear dependence between two vectors xi and xi ′ .

I An example: compute the dot product of points (1,1) and (-1,1)
versus (1,1) and (2,2).
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Inner Product of two vectors
I The inner product between two vectors xi and xi ′ can be written as:

〈xi , xi ′〉 =

p∑
j=1

xijxi ′j

I This dot product has a geometric interpretation: it is related to the
degree of linear dependence between two vectors xi and xi ′ .

I You can write the angle between two vectors xi and xi ′ as:

θ = cos−1(
〈xi , xi ′〉
||xi ||2||xi ′ ||2

)

I So for (1,1) and (-1,1), the angle is:

θ = cos−1(
1× 1− 1× 1√

12 + 12
√

(−1)2 + 12
) = cos−1 0 = 90

I So for (1,1) and (2,2), the angle is:

θ = cos−1(
1× 2 + 1× 2√

12 + 12
√

22 + 22
) = cos−1

4√
2× 2

√
2

= cos−1 1 = 0
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Inner product representation of the support vector classifier

I We said that we can rewrite the support vector classifier as simply
being a function of its individual support vectors xi, where the i are
a subset of the n training observations.

I The formal proof of that is too involved, but the intuition is enough.

I We can write the support vector classifier as:

f (xi ′) = β0 +
n∑

i=1

αi 〈xi , xi ′〉

I To estimate the parameters α1, ..., αn and β0, all we need are the n
inner products 〈xi , xi ′〉 between all

(n
2

)
pairs of training observations.

I As we said, most of the αi will be zero; these points xi are not in
the support vector set S.

f (xi ′) = β̂0 +
∑
i∈S

α̂i 〈xi , xi ′〉
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Kernel representation of the support vector classifier

I With a different dissimilarity function, we can rewrite the general
support vector classifier for a kernel function K (., .) as

f (xi ′) = β0 +
∑
i∈S

αiK (xi , xi ′)

I This is called a support vector machine.

I Two example kernels:

K (xi , xi ′) = (1 +

p∑
j=1

xijxi ′j)
d

K (xi , xi ′) = exp−γ(

p∑
j=1

(xij − xi ′j)
2)
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Two different kernels
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Two different kernels
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Relationship with Logistic Regression

I Our MAP decision rule requires us to choose the class for some test
data xj for which argmaxk P̂(Y = k |xj) is maximal.

I SVM is a geometrically derived classifier, so we do not have an
immediate probabilistic interpretation.

I The SVM classifier can be rewritten as

n∑
i=1

max {0, 1− yi f (xi )}+ λ

p∑
k=1

β2k

I which is very similar to the penalized logistic regression.

I SVM tends to outperform logistic regression, when classes are well
separated
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Multiple Classes k > 2

I The SVM classifier provides for only binary choices - an observation
lies on either side of the separating hyperplane.

I There is no straightforward generalisation to the case with k > 2
classes

I the two most popular are the one-versus-one and one-versus-all
approaches
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One-Versus-One Classification

I A one-versus-one or all pairs approach constructs all
(K
2

)
pairwise

SVM classifiers

I one such SVM might compare the k-th class, coded as +1, to the
k-th class, coded as 1.

I A test observation is classified using each of the
(K
2

)
classifiers

I The final classification is performed by assigning the test
observation to the class to which it was most frequently assigned in
these

(K
2

)
pairwise classifications.

⇒ as you can imagine, this approach can be pretty slow...
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One-versus-all Classification

I A one-versus-all constructs K SVM classifiers, each time comparing
one of all the K classes to the remaining K − 1 classes

I one such SVM might compare the k-th class, coded as +1, to the
k-th class, coded as 1.

I Let x∗ denote a test observation. We assign the observation to the
class for which β0k + β1kx1 + β2kx2 + ...+ βpkxp is largest.

I That is, we pick the class for which the distance to the composite
other classes is maximal.

I The idea is that this amounts to a high level of confidence that the
test observation belongs to the k-th class rather than to any of the
other classes.

⇒ this is usually the standard implementation.
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SVM the hard way

library(e1071)

library(RTextTools)

##knn function

library(class)

TTIM<-TTIM[order(sid)]

set.seed(06022017)

TTIM<-TTIM[sample(1:nrow(TTIM), nrow(TTIM))]

L1 <- create_matrix(TTIM[,paste(objectcleanpp,sep=" ")],

language="english",stemWords=FALSE)

##CREATION OF NON SPARSE MATRIX

DTM<-data.frame(as.matrix(L1))

validation <- sample(1:nrow(DTM), 500)

model <- svm(DTM, TTIM$label1, kernel="polynomial", degree=1)

sum(diag(3) * table(predict(model, DTM[validation,]), TTIM[validation]$label1))/500

## [1] 0.888

model <- svm(DTM, TTIM$label1, kernel="polynomial", degree=2)

sum(diag(3) * table(predict(model, DTM[validation,]), TTIM[validation]$label1))/500

## [1] 0.734

model <- svm(DTM, TTIM$label1, kernel="polynomial", degree=3)

sum(diag(3) * table(predict(model, DTM[validation,]), TTIM[validation]$label1))/500

## [1] 0.73
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Cross Validation for Tuning Parameter selection [SVM
function not super robust]

data(iris)

## tune `svm' for classification with RBF-kernel (default in svm),

## using one split for training/validation set

obj <- tune(svm, Species~., data = iris,

ranges = list(gamma = 2^(-1:1), cost = 2^(2:4)),

tunecontrol = tune.control(sampling = "fix")

)

plot(obj)
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Application Examples: Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan
(2002)

I Thumbs up? Sentiment Classification using Machine Learning
Techniques

I Uses IMDB database rec.arts.movies.reviews newsgroup.

I Tests Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy (effectively logistic
regression), and Support Vector Machines on a 50-50 sample of
reviews for ”thumbs up” or ”thumbs down” classification.

I They first establish a ”simple model” baseline using a 1) ex ante
human word list and 2) a word list defined after casual inspection
of the data. This gives 60-65% accuracy rates (the random choice
baseline is 50%).
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Application Examples: Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan
(2002)
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Application Examples: Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan
(2002)
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Application Examples: Classifying Conflict Actors

I Remember we wanted to classify conflict actors; rather than using
Naive Bayes, I prefer to use Support Vector machines as they tend
to perform really well.

I I show two examples for the different classification task: coding of
object type (infrastructure versus person) and, if person, coding of
conflict actor (civilian, security force or terrorist)

head(OBJECT[objecttypenum ==1,paste(verb,objectcleanpp,sep=" ")])

## [1] "set trucks belonging to jaya construction tokapal"

## [2] "raided village"

## [3] "attacked bank district"

## [4] "attacked ablaze houses non bodo leaders extending support to bodoland peoples front bpf"

## [5] "set fire to van"

## [6] "torched tippers"

head(OBJECT[objecttypenum ==2,paste(verb,objectcleanpp,sep=" ")])

## [1] "abducted civilians village morian"

## [2] "killed civilians"

## [3] "kidnapped civilian dingdongpara"

## [4] "killed civilian who had reportedly functioned counter insurgent few years ago"

## [5] "killed civilian"

## [6] "abducted civilians"
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Application Examples: Classifying Conflict Objects
set.seed(2016)

valid<-sample(1:nrow(OBJECT), 500)

OBJECT$validation<- 0

OBJECT[valid]$validation<-1

OBJECT<-OBJECT[order(validation)]

DOC<-create_matrix(c(OBJECT[,paste(verb,objectcleanpp,sep=" ")]),language="english",

removeNumbers=TRUE,stemWords=TRUE,removePunctuation=TRUE,removeSparseTerms=0.9999)

DOCCONT<-create_container(DOC,OBJECT$objecttypenum, trainSize=1:1910,testSize=1911:nrow(OBJECT), virgin=TRUE)

MOD <- train_models(DOCCONT, algorithms=c("SVM"))

RES <- classify_models(DOCCONT, MOD)

analytics <- create_analytics(DOCCONT, RES)

res<-data.table(analytics@document_summary)

VALID<-cbind(OBJECT[validation==1],res)

table(VALID$objecttype,VALID$SVM_LABEL)

##

## 1 2

## asset/ infrastructure 25 8

## person 2 465
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Application Examples: Classifying Conflict Actors/Objects
head(PERSON[label1 =="civilian",paste(verb,objectcleanpp,sep=" ")])

## [1] "abducted civilians village morian"

## [2] "killed civilians"

## [3] "kidnapped civilian dingdongpara"

## [4] "killed civilian who had reportedly functioned counter insurgent few years ago"

## [5] "killed civilian"

## [6] "abducted civilians"

head(PERSON[label1 =="terrorist",paste(verb,objectcleanpp,sep=" ")])

## [1] "killed maoist cpi aoist cadre"

## [2] "raided maoist hideout village forest area abuj mad"

## [3] "surrendered maoists"

## [4] "killed terrorists united liberation front asom ulfa"

## [5] "injuring least militants"

## [6] "arrested cpi aoist cadres village"

head(PERSON[label1 =="security",paste(verb,objectcleanpp,sep=" ")])

## [1] "injured soldiers" "killed soldiers"

## [3] "killed policeman" "injured security force personnel"

## [5] "injured police constable" "killed security force personnel"
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Application Examples: Classifying Conflict Objects
set.seed(2016)

valid<-sample(1:nrow(PERSON), 500)

PERSON$validation<- 0

PERSON[valid]$validation<-1

PERSON<-PERSON[order(validation)]

DOC<-create_matrix(c(PERSON[,paste(objectcleanpp,sep=" ")]),language="english",

removeNumbers=TRUE,stemWords=TRUE,removePunctuation=TRUE,removeSparseTerms=0.9999)

DOCCONT<-create_container(DOC,PERSON$label1num, trainSize=1:1200,testSize=1201:nrow(PERSON), virgin=TRUE)

MOD <- train_models(DOCCONT, algorithms=c("SVM"))

RES <- classify_models(DOCCONT, MOD)

analytics <- create_analytics(DOCCONT, RES)

res<-data.table(analytics@document_summary)

VALID<-cbind(PERSON[validation==1],res)

table(VALID$label1,factor(VALID$SVM_LABEL, labels=levels(VALID$label1)))

##

## civilian security terrorist

## civilian 111 3 12

## security 8 86 1

## terrorist 18 6 255


